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Russian art from the 10th to early 20th century will cover the Medieval Period, Western 
Academic Tradition, Romanticism and Critical Realism, Neo-nationalist Movement and 
the Russian Avant Garde. All art will be discussed for its fonnal qualities of style, 
culture, iconography and technical achievement. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 

A. Identify the fonnal qualities of style and teclmiques of native Russian and 
Western Academic tradition 

B. Evaluate works of art applying fonnal elements of style and art historical 
tenninology as it applies to Russian art 

.... . .--~--------C---Compare-and.contrasLsLy:listic-differences-between artin-the .Russian~an(lWestern 
Academic tradition 

D. Recognize major art movements and style of pivotal works by Russian artists 
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E. Examine works of art and place them within their respective cultural context 

V. CONTENTS 
A. Descriptive and interpretive criticism of a work of art 

1. Principles of art history 
2. Identification of formal elements of design 
3. Iconography and analysis of meaning 
4. Demonstration of method for description and interpretation of a work of art 

B. Byzantine influence on Medieval Russian art from the 10th to the 16th century 
1. Stylistic principles of medieval Russian painting 
2. Decorative design ofthe interior of the church and its relationship to 

architecture 
3. Byzantine influence on mosaic and fresco painting of Kiev an 'Rus' 
4. Development of wooden architecture and icon painting of Nov go rod 
5. Moscow School of Painting based on the Byzantine model of Theophanes the 

Greek 
6. Rublev and the Russian tradition of medieval fresco and icon painting in 

Zvenigorod, Vladimir and Moscow 
C. Western academic tradition of the 17th and 18th century 

1. Stylistic principles of the Academic School of Painting 
2. Development of the wood block print and the academic secular portrait by 

Nikitin, Argunov, and Levitin 
3. Introduction ofurbanscape painting by Alexeyev 
4. Academic classicism of history painting by Brullov, Bruni and Ivanov 

D. Romanticism and Critical Realism of the early and mid-19th century 
1. Romantic portraiture by Kiprensky and Brullov 
2. Romantic landscape painting by Schedrin 
3. Realism in genre painting by Tropinin and Fedotov 
4. Critical realism and social commentary in genre painting by Perov, 

Pryanishnikov and Myasoedov 
5. Stylistic and thematic features contributing to the national character of 

Russian landscape painting by Venetsianov, Soroka and Savrasov 
E. Neo-Nationalist Movement in the late 19th century 

1. 'Revolt of the 14' at the Academy leads to expansion of Russian themes and 
subjects in a realistic style 

2. 'Society of Wandering Exhibitions' commitment to the development of a 
national art form with Russian historic and genre themes and bringing art to 
the rural countryside 

3. Synthesis of the category of historic and genre painting in works by Repin and 
Surikov 

F. Revivalization and cultivation of peasant art at the Abramtsevo Art Colony 
1. Traditional peasant arts emerge as a repository of the Russian native tradition 

of painting 
2. Role of female artists Polenova and Mamontova in the cultivation of peasant 

~~~~~~-~~-alt-~~-----~~~----~~~--~-----~--~---------------~--~-

3. Integration of medieval and folk art in painting by Vasnetsov and Nesterov 
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4. Innovations in stage design for private opera and theatre in Moscow by Vrubel 
and Mamontov 

5. Merger of all art fonns regardless of the medium of expression 
G. Russian Avant Garde of the early 20th century 

1. Stylistic principles of Russian Avant Garde painting 
2. 'Mir Iskusstva' St. Petersburg World of Art Group of 1898-1924 
3. Merger of all art fOnTIS regardless of the medium of expression in art of 

Benois, Lansere, Bakst, Vrubel and Serebryakova 
4. Nostalgic revival of 18th-century subject matter in a modern style 
5. 'Blue Rose' Symbolist Movement with dream-like evocation of 18th-century 

cultnre in paintings by Borissov-Musatov 
6. Expressionist color in paintings by Kuznetsov and Petrov-Vodkin 
7. Neo-Primitivist Movement assimilation of medieval icon and wood block 

print in paintings by Goncharova and Larionov 
8. Rayonist Movement painting by Goncharova and Larionov based on color 

theory and reflection oflight rays on surfaces 
H. Journey into Non-Objective Art 

1. Kandinsky in his treatise 'On the Spiritnal in Art" lays the foundation for non
objectivism 

2. Suprematism the first systematic school of abstract painting 
3. Art for a new age in the 'Black Square' painting by Malevich 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assigmnents 

1. In-Class Assignments 
a. Questions and discussion of topics on Russian art, such as major art 

movements and stylistic differences among them 
b. Participation in guided tours of museum collection in preparation for 

assigned essays written in the galleries on the art in the museum collection 
c. Peer-review of stndent papers on a stylistic analysis and interpretation of 

an artwork 
2. Out-of-Class Assignments 

a. Readings from course reader prepared by the instructor and other texts 
b. Learning tenns and concepts in course materials and lectures, such as 

stylistic terminology, art movements and artists 
c. Viewing image gallery on class website in preparation for discussion in 

class 
d. Descriptive and comparative essays requiring analysis from direct viewing 

of Russian and Western art at the Legion of Honor Museum 
B. Evaluation 

1. Bi-weekly quizzes that assess the degree to which the student demonstrates 
knowledge of concepts, vocabulary, and reading assignments 

2. Slide identification and essay midtenn evaluating comprehension of 
vocabulary, cultural context and stylistic analysis of art works 
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3. Comprehensive slide identification final exam evaluating the students' ability 
to describe, compare and interpret Russian art in the traditional Russian and 
western academic style 

4. Descriptive essay of a Russian painting analyzing it for its native Russian 
qualities of style 

5. Comparative essay on style of a Russian and Western painting 
6. Peer-review assignments based on a rubric are individual essays evaluated by 

instructor 
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials 

1. Maria Cheremeteff, Russian Course Reader, 2014 
2. Guggenheim Museum, Russia: None Hundred Years of Masterpieces and 

Master Collection, New York: The Solomon Guggenheim Foundation, 2005 
3. Class website with a gallery of images from power point lectures 

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a). 
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